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Trump And How Far The Jews Will Go To Attack Him And Lie 
 

The Jewish lying press and Jewish run Democratic political regime has shown how far they will 

go to attack Trump and get their way. Trump has enforced an order on the books since the mid 

1990' put in by Clinton a Democrat and supported by Hillary Clinton of all people in her own run 

in the past. But they now will tactically ignore this reality. To attack Trump over anything as they 

are getting desperate as mid terms elections are drawing closer.  

 
Trump has enforced this law to attempt to stop child trafficking rings of drug cartels and 

pedophile sex trafficking of children. Which was the purpose of creating this law. Which 

thousands of children have already been the victims of sex traffickers and drug traffickers 

crossing the boarder. And in some cases children just crossed the boarder on their own with no 

adults and they need some play safe to stay and help them. Trump has enforced this act to 

attempt to protect the lives of these children. In a short span over 300 adults caught crossing 

with children lied about being their parents from DNA tests done. These were child traffickers 

more then likely. The Jews and their communist-shitlib pals have put their own children into 

cages at protests as part of the protest. Taken photo's of this and then posted them on the 

media to attempt to con people into thinking that is what is happening. The fact is the facilities 

are not cages they have schools, meal halls, entertainment, sports centers and on and on. The 

children are in for a short time till they can short out if the adults with them are actually parents 

or other legal guardians. And not child traffickers.  
 

 

The Jews have shown they will push innocent children into the possible crawls of violent 

pedophiles, sex traffickers and cartel drug traffickers. Which is what will happen if Trump just 

throws this order out the window. Just to attack Trump and try and win some cheap political 

gain.  
 

Note with Trump how the Jews always lie. They reversed the truth. Trump cares about helping 

these children and saving them from all kinds of abuse and possible murder. The Jew then 

twists this with their lies to attack Trump claiming he just some bad man who hates children and 

is hurting them by putting them in facilities meant to save their lives. This is why the evil Jews 

need to maintain their media monopoly because now everyone is seeing how far they will go to 

lie. 

 

 

If the Jews will lie like this.......What won't they lie about. 
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The fact is if you study the Bilderberger manifesto Trump is opposing the Elders of Zion on a lot 

of major things. However the last President who went after Israel majorly that of Kennedy look 

what happened to him and his brother. The fact he is even enforcing immigration is against their 

agenda. Trump's move with Jerusalem was also a meaningless move politically it gets Israel 

nothing. I have noticed with Trump he will do something they want in a certain way and then 

turn around and do several things against their agenda which are major. 

 

 
Note when Trump first became President the Jews were trying to occult gas light Trump with 

their talismanic kabala magic to President Kennedy. I wrote about this before. They really 

wanted him gone. And still do. The attacks on him are literally a story a day non stop. They are 

just trying to keep his approval down for the mid terms and for the next Presidential election. 

Trump is also been attacked people wihtin his own party like Neo-cohen, puppets of the Jews 

like McCain non stop that is revealing.  
 

The Jews wrote about this in their own media that Trump represents the beginning of the end 

for their establishment. This is why they are muscling down so much on the American populace 

to even having people who support Trump being physically attacked. Its the loss of the narrative 

that concerns them and the loss of their entire establishment that is built on that narrative. 

Trump is also a persona politically to many people a symbol. 
 

 

 

EasternFireLion666 wrote:Is he lately attempting to break free from jewish control? 
The legislation you presented is a moral ine but i still think he supports the state of israel  
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Trump does on his twitter but the Jewish media is literally attacking him with a story a day. He is 

working 16 hours a day seven days a week as the President. The Jews also shut him out of 

their media.  

 

 

Bull Gotze wrote:Whats fishy about him is he never fully dedicates time to clarify many of 

the false accusations thrown at him. As if he is playing a double agent type of game, allowing 

the mess to go on. Much of the information exposing the desperate lies thrown at him 

sistematically appear all over the internet on crucial timings, which also suggests he might be 

paying people to counter the enemy's efforts, but online. 
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Trump probably is not Jewish the sources stating he was Jewish are many times from other 

Jews. Who will often accuse people they don't like of being Jewish. However Trump got big in 

Jew York city so he has to be in good with the tribe for business and no doubt has Jewish 

friends and such. However Trump really does want to rebuild America that is what he does as a 

business man he builds and creates things. But now he has all these kikes trying to destroy him 

for this. I am sure he probably fed up with all the Jewish knives in his back especially after he 

has been so sincere to them.  
 

Trump also knows about how persecuting they are towards Gentiles he once made a comment 

on campaign. He stated he had been audited 11 times probably because he was in "The wrong 

religion" what does that tell a person. Trump does not consider him Jewish and neither do the 

Jews.  
 

 

Academic Scholar wrote:Why is Trump doing all of this since he's Jewish  
? 

 

Re: Trump And How Far The Jews Will Go To Attack Him And Lie 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sun Jun 24, 2018 10:56 am 

Drumpf is a German name many German American's changed their name to avoid persecution 

during world war one. 
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Anyway I am suspect of the evidence of Trump's Jewishness as most of it came from a Jew 

Henry Makowitz. Who promotes nothing but Jewish nonsense anyway. He is pretending to be a 

truther but he is just gate keeping for Jews. The Illuminati is anything and anyone but the Jews. 

That is his line. Then he tells all the Goyim the only way to fight the Illuminati is to worship rabbi 

jesus the Jewish spell for their one world order. So yes I believe Makowitz might have a reason 

to jew it up a bit. As the Jews hate Trump that includes fake Truther jews as well. 
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Anyway Trump is a sincere old school business liberal who really wants to change things better 

for American People. I doubt he is anti Jewish and I know he is not racist. However everything 

he wants to do the Jewish elites don't want to happen. So you do the math. I am however sure 

by now Trump is starting to hate the Jews trying to stick their heel into him 24/7 and trying to 

attack him and ruin his promises. And he understands there is a Jewish agenda for America as 

well by this time he could not. Every President has Big Jew talking down to them and bossing 

them around. 

 

Re: Trump And How Far The Jews Will Go To Attack Him And Lie 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sun Jun 24, 2018 1:20 pm 

Its kind of hard to not mention Trump in the media when he is a major front runner for the 

Presidential ticket for the Republican's and then running for President for one of the major 

parties. Trump was not some nobody running with no power here. Also Trump had major 

coverage from the free press online that got him elected anyway. They knew they needed to 

combat this. This is why Alex Jones is under attack by the Jewish democrats they realize Jones 

was the major guy who got Trump elected and is maintaining a lot of counter information that is 

keeping Trump in the ratings. That is how powerful the new media is. 
 

It was released that Hillary actually order her media to back off Trump during the Republican 

nomination running because they wanted Trump to take the front ticket because she believed 

he was a chump who didn't have a chance. Then they realized they were wrong and went crazy 

attacking him all the time.  
 

Trump is hated by the old time Jewish shills in the Republicans as well. The FISA memo and 

nonsense like Piss Gate was started by Neo-Cohens in the Republican ranks to attack Trump. 

Even Trump's support for Israel is shit to the Jews because they can buy that from any little Goy 

politician when they want. Which is the other problem Trump is not for sale he already is a large 

billionaire.  
 

 

ss666 wrote:If Jews didn't want Trump to win they would not have not mentioned him in the 

media! He wouldn't appear on tv, the controlled opposition wouldn't talk about him. They 

would have made a false choice between Hillary and another person. And the attention 

would be moved from Trump on the other person. The average mind would think that voting 

for Trump wouldn't do anything because he'll have a minority of voters, and concentrate on 

the main two candidates. So many good persons have been eliminated this way from the 

voting system all over the world. They didn't mind if Trump won the election 
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People who believe that Trump is not in bed with jews or has been, are idiots.  
 

Trump is Kosher. Regardless, things he does, out of necessity, and because of his upbringing 

and being an actual businessman who actually cares for some American values, puts him at 

odds with the jewish establishment that wants full Communism. Trump is of the previous breed 

of this system which was about somewhat "American" values. These values can be conflicting 

with the new plans of the jews as they want acceleration of their agenda. Trump and others who 

are the liberal generations of old still, to half an extent, pose an obstacle to these values. 

However, not an effective one, nor does it mean they deserve endless praise for it.  
 

Being a patriot with Rabbi Jesus on the cross isn't going to save your country from jews.  
 

It's pathetic also how people that should be more loyal to their ideology, they kiss the ass of 

Trump simply because he has done a few reasonable things. In the age of lack of reason even 

being a bit better than an imbecile is perceived as a divine political miracle. 
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